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foreign minister could not have been
more emphatic: "We will not allow the
country to be destabilised," he said. But
a day later it appeared that he was
drifting on a diplomatic sea of
uncertainty, hinting to mediators that the
United States could prove more effective
than the EU in preserving peace. That
was a worrying calculation for Kiev. But
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the implications for Europe were worse.
Chancellor Angela Merkel is anxious
about the US aim of helping her country
to agree on sanctions against Russia in
the run-up to a summit of EU leaders
next week. "We are close to an
agreement on this, even a common
agreement on sanctions, which we are
looking forward to," said Merkel this
week, although this is not yet
guaranteed. The US is under pressure
from the European business and
financial establishment to do more to
push ahead with sanctions. France,
Germany and Russia have agreed to push
ahead with sanctions against key sectors
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of the Russian economy, including
banks, in exchange for a lesser Russian
role in the crisis in Syria. The EU is also
likely to add more names to a US list of
Russian and Ukrainian oligarchs who are
subject to sanctions. "We see no sign
that the situation is stabilising in
Ukraine," said a senior diplomat in
Brussels on Friday. "I don't know what
could change that." Greece is expected
to present a new detailed list of Russian-
connected property deals at the EU
summit on Thursday, which Russia is
aiming to diffuse. The Greek
announcement this week of the plan to
sell a half share in the northern port of
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Thessaloniki to Russia was also aimed to
appease its creditors, for whom a flurry
of real-estate deal-making is a red line.
That assessment was seized on by the
US, Germany and France. But the
Russian energy minister, Alexander
Novak, argued last week that Europe had
more to gain from the bilateral
investment by the Rosneft company in
the Greek port and gas fields of Pertouli,
to the east of Athens, than from an EU
plan to sanction Russia. The US has also
prevailed on its allies to promise a
change in tone in their public statements.
Earlier this week, Germany's foreign
minister, Frank-Walter Steinmeier
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interface and easy to use. Windows PC
is famous software for recording videos
with Fraps. The Fraps app is used by .
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use and simple functions. It is used for
recording the video from the system.
The software supports recording of
video from the screen to get the
recording of the desktop screen. The app
is compatible with a wide range of
games and software for video recording.
The latest version of the app also
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